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ABSTRACT 

There have been various endeavors to comprehend the barriers and resistances to change in 

educational practice; it is an unpredictable region especially if the point of such a procedure 

is to illuminate how change can be better encouraged or executed. The aim of the study is to 

understand the problems involved in innovation of education. The current educational system 

is an instrument that, when used correctly, can be used to increase the value of consumerism, 

materialism, excessive competition, and violence. When environmental consciousness, moral 

values, intrapersonal skills, and community and society-oriented awareness are all inculcated 

in the minds of young people through education, and only then can true development of the 

country be possible, education is the only tool that will do it justice. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Education, along with the family, the marriage, the religion, the legal system, and the political 

system, is one of the important institutions of society that plays a pivotal role in the 

development and maintenance of the social system (Tandon, 2013). The contribution that 

Gandhiji made to education is one of a kind due to the fact that he was the first person in British 

India to try to develop a system of education that was indigenous to the country. The British 

colonial government in India brought with it an alien system of imperial education, which was 

in direct opposition to the centuries-old, one-of-a-kind, and all-encompassing holistic 

educational system that had been practiced in India up until that time. In the long run, it has 

not only caused damage that cannot be repaired to the education system in India, but it has also 

created a number of different kinds of differences, class consciousness, an ever-increasing 

craving for the materialistic lifestyle of the West, and other things. Bharatan Kumarappa is 

responsible for the compilation and editing of the majority of Gandhiji's important writings on 

education. These writings have been published in two books: Basic Education (1951) and 

Towards New Education (1953). These writings are  

mostly unrelated and consist of letters, speeches, excerpts from books, and soon; however, 

when taken together, they can be considered to constitute Gandhiji's coherent philosophy of 

education. 

The change embarks to change School yet at last School changes the change. One may at first 

redden to see a repetition in utilizing this recommendation to clarify disappointments of 

change. Yet, to state that School changes the change is altogether different from basically 

saying that School opposes or rejects the change. It opposes the change with a specific goal in 

mind - by appropriating or absorbing it to its very own structures. Thusly, it defuses the 

reformers and at times manages to take in something of what they are proposing.  

Innovation and the required changes to social practices are subject to second request barriers 

that are profound established in the psychology of teachers. Teachers' society instructional 

methods, their perceptions of their jobs inside tutoring, and their ways of life as teachers and 

as students are borne from their very own developments over significant lots of time First 

request barriers, (for example, access to technology, ineffectively structured CPD courses, 

educational module and appraisal systems) are increasingly evident as barriers to change and 

generally have to a great extent been the focal point of national activities planning to cultivate 

change. The execution of e-Learning Credits and national focuses for computer: pupil 

proportions are instances of these methodologies. There have been progressively restricted 

endeavors to handle the second request barriers, in spite of the fact that developments in 

Masters level CPD is perhaps endeavoring to address this. In any case, look into (Dawes 2000; 

Jones 2004; Cox et al 1999 and so forth) proposes that the two sorts of barriers should be tended 
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to in the meantime, with (assuming any) a worry upon second request barriers if changes to 

rehearse are to be empowered....if educational change is viewed as a complex system, it 

emphasizes the need to accompany change with a framework for long-term teacher learning 

because change is, in essence, learning to do something differently, involving adjustments to 

many elements of classroom practice. -  Hoban 2002, p39) 

2. BARRIERS TO INNOVATION IN EDUCATION  

1. Busy Parents 

Busy parents—a lamentable reality in homes from single-parent to double income and 

everything in the middle of—once in a while can start to have enough time to help the inventive 

learning that manages to happen.  Most parents are acquainted with one method for being 

instructed—the manner in which things were the point at which they were in school. New 

learning forms befuddle busy parents, making it troublesome for them to help it, and more 

terrible, harder moves with “periphery” students for whom current formal learning models 

scarcely work in the first place. On the off chance that mother and father don't purchase in, the 

children may decline to also. This can be revised an assortment of ways, yet in the event that 

the parents and teachers are excessively busy to reliably talk, it's troublesome for such an 

adjustment to occur.  

2. SBDMs  

The site-based basic leadership committees that mange most schools have their heart in the 

correct place, as do nearby school chambers. They are comprised of teacher and parent reps 

who vote on school "arrangements," curriculum reception, contracting of new teachers, etc. 

Vital stuff; Be that as it may, the gatherings can be inadequately visited. There is (essentially) 

constrained portrayal everything being equal, and because of the time and vitality important to 

serve, the most inventive instructors are too busy improving to serve on such chambers. Or on 

the other hand think they are in any case. The point is basic—if parts of the school or area are 

pulling one way, and different parts pulling another, innovation can be moderate or non-

existent. Little gatherings in the nights of a bunch of digression "players" in a school isn't a 

perfect situation for innovation.  

3. Teacher Turnover  

This present one's straightforward. Barely any things hurt learning/learning management more 

than teacher turnover. While supplanting teachers that aren't probably going to enhance with 

those that are sounds great in theory, innovation isn't the main thing. Innovation itself expects 

conditions to get off the ground—clout, trust, association, communication, etc. Always 

swapping teachers is a formula for squandered resources, as well as dormant reasoning molded 

by systems, tradition, arrangements, and convention.  

4. Drive-by Professional Development  

Experts in education are a help to innovation. Thought administration, expertise in specialty 

territories, and general revitalizing of the troops through gatherings, social media, and blogging 

is extraordinary.  

When one of these experts/masterminds/practitioners gets a directors ear, their thoughts are 

ordinarily "gotten" somehow– books, programs, DVDs, and so on. Truth be told, they may 

even be welcome to impart their reasoning to staff in person by sitting in on PLCs, tending to 

staff gatherings, and watching classrooms. They may even come in a few times consistently—

and hades has no frenzy like the day preceding said expert comes back to the school and staff 

are relied upon to bring back "ancient rarities" from actualizing said extraordinary thought in 

the classroom.  The issue here is that innovation is generally not their blessing to staff, but 

instead tips and techniques. The best of these tips and methodologies are without a doubt 

accommodating and important, and offer open doors for the sort of incremental improvement 

that appears on test scores and Annual Yearly Progress.  However, this best down 

"improvement" doesn't make the conditions vital for bottom-up innovation. On the off chance 

that that expert was to rather utilize a sort of cognitive apprenticeship or instructing model to 

help manage instructors through a reasoning procedure that yielded the innovations that have 

made them fruitful, we'd have both innovation and, all the more fundamentally, enhanced 

teacher limit.  
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5. School and Community Climate  

Numerous K-12 schools give lip-service to the concept of innovation in statements of purpose, 

on websites, in PDs, and amid advisory group, gathering, and load up gatherings, yet lose their 

nerve when it's an ideal opportunity to get it going. Supporting something seen as secondary 

(innovation) despite weight, broad projects, outer benchmarks extending from Common Core 

to Literacy, Technology, and Career Readiness turns into a matter of priority– and employer 

stability.  

a) While education asks for innovation, contentions against it frequently swing to 

tempting, straw man assaults.  

b) The Tempting Position: In the organization of innovation, how might we make sure 

principles are being educated and children are learning?  

c) Different forms of learning require exceptional information and checking 

infrastructure that could be absent.  

d) The Tempting Position: How would we be able to make sure what's going on in 

each school and classroom?  

e) Homogenizing guidance crosswise over classrooms, schools, locale and now even 

states presents a uniform look gives a fanciful solace. What's more, hoses 

innovation wherever it looks to jump up.  

f) The Tempting Position: How would we be able to encourage teachers to share, team 

up, and work together if "everybody's off doing their own thing"?  

g) This is a definitive straw man, contrasting innovation with a sort of tumult that gives 

policymakers ulcers.  

6. Policies 

Policy is a characteristic outcome of attempting to manage something unmanageable. The stuff 

of governments, vast organizations, and associations that can't personalize basic leadership 

with the consideration that it merits the watchful reasoning expected to take care of imperative 

issues. So approaches are adjusted to police offices, curriculum, meetings, professional 

development, etc.– all to help guarantee that "everybody is in agreement."  Strategies—in any 

event how they are utilized today– are fundamental just because of a system that is either 

excessively substantial or unreasonably industrialized for the personalization that it'd 

preferably advantage from. This may be fine imposing taxes, fabricating vehicles, or upholding 

laws, yet while sustaining the brains of children—and the adults accused of their "scholarly 

consideration"— it bombs pitiably. Also, more regrettable, we will in general respond by 

"enhancing the policy" or making new ones rather than re-thinking about cutoff points, scale, 

and even ideas of coordinated effort. We shape strategies to police the approaches.  

7. Meetings  

Gatherings are without a doubt vital in some way or another, yet with such a large number of 

digital tools and social media platforms accessible, an enormous percentage of the information 

traded at gatherings could be appropriated somewhere else—and in manners that could be 

curate for more extensive sharing, information, and reference later too. The issue is that 

gatherings are frequently required at a district level—such a large number of hours per week 

or school year, the satisfying image of communitarian teachers sitting together in libraries or 

gathering rooms improving education one gathering at any given moment.  The reality is that 

teachers work together, look for need-to-know information, and "jump in agreement" in lieu of 

these gatherings, not as a result of them. Innovation does not occur in the brains of uninvolved 

teachers talking about the coordination’s of transport obligation or computer lab access amid 

testing. In the event that digital and social media platforms could be utilized to lessen their span 

and recurrence, instructors could have more opportunity to loosen up their brains, read about 

education comfortable, and as an outcome, enhance.  

8. Excessively Rigid Professional Learning Communities (PLCs)  

In concept, a PLC is an embarrassingly clear reaction to the workload of arranging and 

separating abnormal state learning for such a significant number of one of a kind personality. 

It just requests that teachers concur on benchmarks, share instructional systems, and 

accumulate again to disaggregate the information. This sort of professional joint effort is not 
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all that bad crosswise over businesses, and bodes well for education too. The issue is that 

numerous PLCs accidentally merge together teaching and instructional structure styles 

crosswise over classrooms and teachers until they're undefined. In numerous schools and 

districts, this is the thing that PLCs help figure it out.  

9. District Programs  
District programs bode well on a district level. In case you're accountable for a system of 

schools, and you find a program or stage that you accept would bolster students and teacher in 

those schools, as a pioneer of that district, you need to get that going.  The test comes in 

application. These projects are essentially complete (or they're not by any stretch of the 

imagination programs). Regardless of whether they are for perusing, testing, profession 

availability, or some other likely respectable activity, they can be broad in their integration. 

Student lists, teacher plans, access to school resources, professional development required, 

"district desires," hardware and software technology, curriculum mapping and instructional 

sequencing, and different zones would all be able to be affected by very much proposed 

projects.  

10. Traditional Report Cards 

Rebuking report cards for an absence of innovation may like excessive, however the traditional 

report card as we come to realize it lessens the perplexing and muddled procedure of learning 

and learning authority. Which isn't as great an arrangement as it sounds, as they bring about 

misdirecting letter grades that don't give parents almost enough information for them to start 

to assist, driving with questioning. Benchmarks based reporting would be a positive 

development. A jump? Learning that is community-based, where families are inserted from the 

earliest starting point, and responsibility is shared crosswise over partners a long ways past the 

dividers of a school, where a bit of paper at regular intervals wouldn't be required to impart 

learning progress.  

11. Scripted Curriculum 

Even with mounting weight and incalculable activities that now and again appears to pull 

teachers in various ways, a few districts react the most ideal way they know how: purchasing 

a curriculum that is scripted. This gives the satisfying image of all instructors "in agreement," 

and would appear to make following learning results less difficult crosswise over classes. 

Tragically it doesn't work that way—and more terrible, it smothers innovation and at last 

diminishes teacher limit.  

Curriculum must be responsive and adaptable. Curriculum maps that aren't absolutely real 

records can perplex endeavors to adjust learning experiences. Scripted educational program.  

12. Overworked Teachers  

While an involved personality signals engagement, one blasting at the creases with learning 

targets, gatherings, familiarity tests, IEPs, ECE, ESL, ELL, 504s, G/T, PDPs, RTI, ORQs, 

MAP, ACT, Explore, Common Core, scripted educational program, 

Stiggins/Wiggins/DuFour/Marzano, AYP, pre-appraisal, separation dependent on evaluation 

results, summative evaluation, realness, PBL, CBL, and PBE does not. Also, this isn't just a 

question of shorter days, less students, or longer summers, yet rather a calendar and climate 

inside formal learning environments like schools that help instructors in growing genuinely 

enduring innovations where things become real—the classroom.  

Regardless of the school climate, PLC/Data Team arrangement, or components of instructional 

plan, if the teacher is suffocating in paperwork, gatherings, and responsibility errands, genuine 

innovation– and consequent steady performance– will dependably be a test.  

3. DIFFICULTIES HAMPERING THE MODERN INDIAN EDUCATION SYSTEM  

In the event that we investigate the early history of Indian (Hindu) society, we find that in 

ancient India, education was modeled on the gurukul system in which accentuation was put on 

the immediate relationship between the master (teacher) and the sisya (pupil). The novice's 

stage or the first stage of Ancient Indian Education was Brahmacharya.  

Brahmacharya spoke to the single man student stage of life. This stage concentrated on 

education and incorporated the act of chastity. The students would go to a Gurukul (place of 

the master) and would live with a master (teacher) to gain knowledge of science, philosophy, 
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sacred texts and rationale, rehearsing self-discipline, working to acquire Dakshina (gift) to be 

paid to the master, and learning to carry on with a life of Dharma (uprightness, morals, duties).  

For accomplishing the total education, the students expected to pass the hardest obstacles given 

by their teachers. These all were the trial of their moral characters. The teachers of Ancient 

India didn't present knowledge to everybody. They accepted just a person with proper morality 

ought to be a viewer of knowledge. That was the reason they tried their control to pass judgment 

on the dimension of their desire to learn. It was difficult to get the wealth of knowledge 

subsequent to intersection this sort of hardship, yet the individuals who crossed the hardship 

would recall it in their whole lifetime. The Samavartana function – when the students would 

give their dakshina to the master – implied a great deal that time. The tale of Maharshi Veda 

Vyas and his control is definitely not a much-talked about story; however it mirrored the real 

picture of Ancient Educational System and its estimation of all.  

Afterward, Britishers had arranged three stages of education in India like primary, secondary 

and higher education. However, tragically, the British policy producers who drafted the 

arrangement for education nearly disregarded the recent existing indigenous educational 

systems in India. That is the reason today Indian education is confronting three noteworthy 

issues.  

 The look for justice 

 Missing innovation and creation 

 Gross disappointment of our education system to end social divergence 

4. SUGGESTIONS TO ACCOMPLISH CREATIVITY IN EDUCATION 

Our present world is developing more quickly than the limit of any current education system. 

The test of learning is getting significantly harder for the following ages. Numerous legislatures 

receive the policy of free basic education, a huge base of students are advantaged by this policy 

to learn. These arrangements have exceptionally wide scope of standards, quality and 

infrastructure. In this way, an attention procedure on the fundamental skills ought to be 

actualized. These skills incorporate the accompanying:  

 Think innovatively so as to contend in the market  

 Find innovative answers for existing and future issues  

 The capacity to assess current status and discover better choices if necessary  

So as to accomplish the abovementioned, we have to apply inventive and innovative procedures 

in education with a specific spotlight on the basic child's education. While education systems 

are differing in their capacity to actualize innovative teaching methods and educational 

program, a teacher can undoubtedly adjust their teaching methods towards progressively 

inventive reasoning through the accompanying tips. 

5. TIPS FOR INNOVATION IN TEACHING METHODS  

1. Encourage children to discover the appropriate response  

It is additionally called the Pestalozzi method. Not at all like the customary models of giving 

the straightforward replies answers for inquiries, this method expects to encourage students to 

discover the appropriate responses all alone. It causes the students to figure out how to watch, 

envision, judge and thinking. One of the effective instances of applying this method is Albert 

Einstein.  

2. Children learn, teachers watch  

The current educational system relies upon teacher-driven exercises, where the teacher drives 

the class leaving no space for students to self-build up their skills and capacities to advance. 

The Montessori Method means to give a space of students to self-learning while the teachers 

watch the advancement. One of the effective instances of utilizing this method is Google 

authors, Larry Page and Sergey Brin.  

3. Sit in round tables instead of work areas  

This method, known as the Harkness style of teaching, intends to transform the class into an 

open gathering style of communication as opposed to the single direction seating of traditional 

work areas. The students lounge around a round table, which encourages them to assume 

liability and offer his or her sentiments as opposed to following the straight teacher-driven 

class.  
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4. Focus on one anticipate rather than different ventures  

While the current teaching methods rely upon individual exercises and ventures, concentrating 

on one anticipate empowers students to assemble the knowledge as engaged inquiries and 

evaluations for the task or the issue. This method is called Project Based Learning and it centers 

around joining the knowledge in one expansive practical venture.  

5. Focus on the concept  

Giving knowledge as realities arranges student considering while at the same time repressing 

creativity and the capacity to envision. Concentrating on the concepts assist the students with 

finding arrangements through investigating thoughts and assessing the best answers. Creative 

energy could easily compare to knowledge. Knowledge is constrained. Creative energy circles 

the world." Albert Einstein  

6. Every thought is a patent  

Numerous teachers trust that innovation ought to be one of a kind and submitted as a patent. In 

the education area, if the student concocted a current product or arrangement, this is a triumph 

and can be considered as an innovation. It demonstrates his or her capacity to make new 

thoughts dependent on their feeling of developing knowledge and experience. Students will in 

general design things or discover arrangements; this conduct ought to be fortified throughout 

teaching them methodologies of inventive reasoning and innovation.  

7. Use configuration thinking tools and methods  

Configuration thinking methods intend to release creativity and investigate innovative 

arrangements in the context of gathering exchange and conceptualizing. There are many plan 

thinking methods that could be actualized in class. Every method has its very own 

characteristics and learning result. Consequently, the teacher should choose the proper structure 

thinking method dependent on the student's age and the focused-on result of each 

conceptualizing dialog.  

8. Problem-to-Solution versus Solution-to-Problem models  

The students need to recognize two headings for innovation; Problem-to-Solution and 

Solution-to-Problem. The first model drives the students to discover answers for existing 

issues. Generally, the student distinguishes an issue that happens ordinary and endeavors to 

investigate how to fathom it. The second method is to discover an answer for an issue that does 

not exist yet or to make life a lot simpler. The two headings plan to assist students with thinking 

of the issue with alternate points of view. While the first model spotlights on existing issue, the 

second heading spotlights on enhancing better arrangements, which identifies with human-

centered structure.  

9. Reflect on past showed exercises and skills  

While most traditional educational program centers around moving from exercise to another, 

there ought to be a rumination procedure that helps in connecting between the new exercises 

and recently shown knowledge and experience. This linkage manufactures a continuation in 

the education procedure and encourages student to think basically and assess issues so as to 

reach develop arrangements.  

10. Acknowledge innovation in rubrics  

Each innovative thought and revelation ought to be compensated amid the appraisal procedure; 

this ought to be reflected by the rubric of criteria. Instructors are encouraged to include a rubric 

area that enables them to assess inventive thoughts and innovation autonomously from 

whatever remains of the evaluating criteria. Innovation ought to ponder the last reviewing and 

the remunerating policy.  

6. CONCLUSION 

The current educational system is an instrument that, when used correctly, can be used to 

increase the value of consumerism, materialism, excessive competition, and violence. The 

growing concern regarding the erosion of ethical values, youth unrest, ecological violence, and 

increasing cynicism in society have brought to the forefront the requirement for the revival of 

indigenous Indian heritage and ways of life. When environmental consciousness, moral values, 

intrapersonal skills, and community and society-oriented awareness are all inculcated in the 

minds of young people through education, and only then can true development of the country 
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be possible, education is the only tool that will do it justice. Hence, it is concluded that 

involving innovation in traditional teaching and learning methods and modifying education 

system is a need to must in today’s world. 
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